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ID
I.

OBJECTIVES

I.

1% minimum reduction of serious injuries involving distracted
driving

b. 1% minimum reduction of fatalities involving distracted driving
LEADERS

2020

TIMESCALE

Reduce the potential and recurrence of serious injuries and fatalities involving distracted driving

OUTPUT MEASURES
a.

To

DATA SOURCE
LA HWY Safety Research
Group

AGENCY

1 YEAR

STATE STRATEGIES
COORDINATION
EDUCATION

ENFORCEMENT
N/A
OUTREACH

BASELINE TARGET RESULT

ATTAINMENT

22.15

TARGET NOT MET

16.66

TARGET NOT MET

CONTACT INFORMATION

*

Sgt. Dustin Poche

St. James Sheriff's Office

dustin.poche@stjamessheriff.com

*

Alicia Toups

South Central Human
Services Authority

Alicia.Toups@LA.GOV

*
*
I.
LA HWY Safety Research Group
a. 85 people lost their lives as a result of a distracted or inattentive
driver in the South Central Region from 2013-2017.

b. Distractive or inattentive driving caused 113 serious injuries in the
South Central Region from 2013-2017.
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1. COORDINATION

Q1: Did the RSC receive the state provided standardized description of the
legislation to prevent driver handheld cell phone use? (1=YES/0=NO): YES AGT
Emailed 3/28/19 Rep. Huval has officially filed a bill to ban hand-held devices –
House Bill 229. It’s tentatively assigned to the House Transportation
Committee. Here’s a link to a digest of the bill:
http://www.legis.la.gov/legis/ViewDocument.aspx?d=1119339
* Included in meeting packet 4/19/19.

Underway

Captain Frank Besson, Chief Bryan Zeringue, SCRSC
Executive Committee & interested partners

a. **Gain regional support of the state proposed legislation to prohibit
driver handheld cell phone use by promoting the state provided
standardized description of the bill (RSCs to submit data quarterly via
electronic form)

Q2: Did the RSC secure at least two legislative commitments of support of the
state's proposed driver hands-free bill? (1=YES/0=NO):
*Does the coalition want to send letter informing representatives of the
importance of this bill in Q2?

2. EDUCATION

Q1: Was the college identified? (1=YES/0=NO): Has a meeting been scheduled
with college stakeholders to prepare scope? (1=YES/0=NO): C. Parker is working
with Associate Vice President for Student Affairs & Dean of Students in
finalizing date. Last communication 4/5/19.

Early Progress

Cassie Parker cassie@scpdc.org Dustin
Poche dustin.poche@stjamessheriff.com
Elizabeth Gbondo
Elizabeth.Gbondo@la.gov Chief Bryan
Zeringue bzeringue@ci.thibodaux.la.us
NSU (TBD)

2.1 Collaborate with one college in 2019 to create Distracted Driving public safety
awareness campaign that will be used region wide. (RSC Goal 1)

Q2: Have the coalition and other stakeholders (college & Shell) prepared scope
of work and timeline?
*C. Parker will follow up with NSU to set a meeting date.

3.1 ** Using the state provided description/presentation of the small DD
pilot enforcement program, identify and secure local LEAs to participate
(RSCs to submit data quarterly via electronic form)
Q1: Did the RSC receive the state provided description/presentation of the
small DD pilot enforcement program? (1=YES/0=NO): Samples have been
provided by the state.
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Underway

dustin.poche@stjame
ssheriff.com

Sgt. Dustin Poche

3. ENFORCEMENT
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DIGEST
The digest printed below was prepared by House Legislative Services. It constitutes no part of the
legislative instrument. The keyword, one-liner, abstract, and digest do not constitute part of the law
or proof or indicia of legislative intent. [R.S. 1:13(B) and 24:177(E)]
HB 619 Reengrossed

2018 Regular Session

Huval

Abstract: Modifies provisions applicable to the use of a wireless communications device while
operating a motor vehicle.
Present law prohibits the use of wireless telecommunications devices in school zones.
Proposed law extends the prohibition to include the general usage of wireless telecommunications
devices while driving.
Present law defines "access, read, or post to a social networking site" as using a wireless
telecommunications device to access, read, or post on such device to any web-based service that
allows individuals to construct a profile within a bounded system, articulate a list of other users with
whom they share a connection, and communicate with other members of the site.
Proposed law modifies present law by defining the term "access, read, or post to a social networking
site" as using a wireless telecommunications device to access, read, view, communicate, post, or
transmit electronic data, including text, video, or photographs from or to any web-based service that
allows individuals to construct a profile within a bounded system, articulate a list of other users with
whom they share a connection, and communicate with other members of the site.
Present law defines the term "engage in a call" as talking or listening on a wireless
telecommunications device.
Proposed law modifies present law by defining the term "engage in a call" as talking or listening
during a voice transmission on a wireless telecommunications device or manually entering names
or phone numbers to initiate a call.
Present law defines the term "wireless telecommunications device" as a cellular telephone, a textmessaging device, a personal digital assistant, a stand-alone computer, or any other substantially
similar wireless device that is readily removable from the vehicle and is used to write, send, or read
text or data through manual input.
Proposed law modifies present law by defining the term "wireless telecommunications device" as
a cellular telephone, a text-messaging device, a personal digital assistant, a stand-alone computer,
or any other substantially similar wireless device that is readily removable from the vehicle and used
to access, send, read, view, communicate, post, or transmit audio, text, or electronic data including
text, video, or photographs through manual input or manipulation.

Present law provides that a "wireless telecommunications device" shall not include any device or
component that is permanently affixed to a motor vehicle. Further provides that it does not include
a hands-free wireless telephone, an electronic communication device used hands-free, citizens band
radios, citizens band radio hybrids, commercial two-way radio communications devices, two-way
radio transmitters or receivers used by licensees of the Federal Communication Commission in the
Amateur Radio Service, or electronic communication devices with a push-to-talk function.
Proposed law modifies present law by adding to the exclusion for the term of "wireless
telecommunications device", an electronic communication device used with a wired or wireless
headset or through a short -range wireless interconnection.
Present law specifies that operating a wireless telecommunications device includes engaging in a
call; writing, sending, or reading a text-based communication; and accessing, reading, or posting to
a social networking site.
Proposed law adds to present law the use of any other application or feature of a wireless
telecommunications device by making manual entries of letters, numbers, symbols, or any
combination thereof; accessing, viewing, posting, editing, or creating a video, photograph, or other
image; accessing, reading, viewing, composing, browsing, transmitting, saving, or retrieving
electronic data from any application or other media; or holding a wireless telecommunications device
in either or both hands.
Proposed law provides exceptions for operating a wireless telecommunication device while operating
a motor vehicle upon any public road or highway for law enforcement officers, firefighters, and
operators of authorized emergency vehicles while they are performing their official duties.
Present law provides exceptions for operating a wireless telecommunication device while operating
a motor vehicle upon any public road or highway for a person who uses a wireless
telecommunication device to report a traffic collision, medical emergency, or serious road hazard;
to report a situation in which the person believes his personal safety is in jeopardy; to report or avert
the perpetration or potential perpetration of a criminal act against the driver or another person; or
while the motor vehicle is in park.
Proposed law modifies the exception in present law by specifying that it applies to a person using
a wireless telecommunications device to report any other emergency; to report a situation in which
the person believes that an individual is in jeopardy of serious injury or death; to relay information
between a transit or for-hire operator, including a transportation network company driver, and that
operator's dispatcher, in which the device is affixed to the vehicle; to navigate using a global
positioning system; or while the vehicle is stationary.
Proposed law removes the exceptions for a person using a wireless telecommunications device to
report a situation in which the person believes his person safety is in jeopardy, or report or avert the
perpetration or potential perpetration of a criminal act against the driver or another person.
Present law provides that any violation of present law will constitute a moving violation including

a fine of not more that $500 for the first violation and a fine of not more than $1,000 and a 60-day
suspension of the violator's driver's license.
Proposed law removes the provision making such violations a moving violation and decreases the
fine for the first violation to not more than $125, decreases the fine for the second offense to not
more than $250, and adds a fine for a third violation not to exceed $250 with a 15-day suspension
of the violator's driver's license.
Present law requires that a person involved in a collision at the time of the violation of present law
be fined equal to double the amount of the standard fine imposed in present law.
Proposed law modifies present law by declaring that the operator of a motor vehicle involved in a
crash at the time of the violation of present law must be fined equal the amount of the standard fine
imposed in present law.
Present law establishes an affirmative defense against an alleged violation of present law by allowing
the person to produce documentary or other evidence that the wireless telecommunications device
that is the basis of the alleged violation was used for emergency purposes as provided for in present
law.
Proposed law modifies present law by specifying that use of a wireless telecommunications device
for any of the exceptions provided for in present law is an affirmative defense to a violation of
present law in support of which the alleged violator may produce documentary or other evidence.
Present law specifies that the provisions of present law only apply within a school zone upon a
public road or highway during posted hours when signs are located in a visible manner in each
direction that indicate the use of a hand held wireless communications device is prohibited while
operating a motor vehicle.
Proposed law repeals this provision.
Proposed law specifies that probable cause for a violation of proposed law must be based solely upon
a law enforcement officer's clear and unobstructed view of a person violating proposed law. Further
provides that a violation of proposed law will not be used as a basis to search or inspect a motor
vehicle, its contents, the driver, or a passenger.
Effective date Jan. 1, 2019.
(Amends R.S. 15:571.11(A)(4) and R.S. 32:300.5; Repeals R.S. 32:300.6, 300.7, and 300.8)
Summary of Amendments Adopted by House
The Committee Amendments Proposed by House Committee on Transportation, Highways and
Public Works to the original bill:
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Q2: Did the RSC Coordinate with the DD Action Step Leader to identify at
least two LEAs to present the program presentation to with the goal of at
least one commitment? (1=YES/0=NO):
* Included in meeting packet 4/19/19. Suggestion: Combine 3.1 & 3.2
actions into one campaign enforcement effort. Would LEA be in
agreeance and can this be done in your local area?
3.2 ** Using the state provided campaign description of the one-week "B2S"
DD school zone enforcement campaign identifying and securing local LEAs to
commit to participation (RSCs to submit data quarterly via electronic form)
Q1: Did the RSC receive the state provided standardized "B2S" DD
campaign description? (1=YES/0=NO): Yes, September 3, 2019–September
6, 2019 will be campaign week.

Underway

Sgt. Dustin Poche
dustin.poche@stjamessheriff.com
& Lt. Doug Foreman, dougforeman@lpso.net
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Q2: Did the state DD Leader coordinate with the RSC to identify at least
two LEAs to present the standardized campaign description to with the
goal of at least one commitment? (1=YES/0=NO):
* Included in meeting packet 4/19/19. See notes on 3.1.

4. OPERATION – N/A
5. OUTREACH

Q1: Did the RSC receive the state provided presentation on the effects of
distracted driving and the importance and benefits of a cell phone policy to
educate local organizations? (1=YES/0=NO): * Included in meeting packet
4/19/19.
Q2: Did the RSC meet with at least one organization in a low usage area within
their region this quarter and share the state provided presentation on the effect
of distracted driving and the benefits of a cell phone policy (1=YES/0=NO):

Underway

April Young april.young@la.gov

5.1
** Using the state provided presentation on the effects of Distracted Driving
and the benefits of a cell phone policy identify and educate local organizations (RSCs
to submit data quarterly via electronic form)

HSRG Person Normalized Data. Injury Count per 100M vehicle miles travelled:
2014-2018 data shows #1 Assumption, #2 St. John the Baptist, #3 Lafourche, #4
Terrebonne, #5 St. Charles, #6 St. James.
*Should coalition use sample letter (included in packet) to reach out to
organizations?
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Louisiana Strategic Highway Safety Plan
Statewide Action Plan 2019

Distracted Driving
Action Step 3.1
Drivers must engage in several primary or necessary tasks to safely operate motor vehicles. However,
drivers often engage in many secondary or unnecessary tasks that can present significant distractions to their
ability to safely operate vehicles. Reaching for an object and dialing a phone, for example, create greater
distractions from necessary tasks, and therefore greater crash risk, than eating or talking to a passenger.
Those unnecessary tasks also pose greater crash risks than simply drinking or smoking. None of these tasks
or behaviors are necessary to operate a motor vehicle but rather are done out of habit or convenience.
Reportedly, nearly one-third of all U.S. drivers 18 to 64 years old read or send text or email messages while
driving. Reading or sending text or email messages while driving and other distracted driving behaviors
lead to more than 420,000 injuries and more than 3,100 deaths every year in the United States. Simply
knowing the risks of distracted driving has not yet translated into reducing the behavior.
Distracted driving in Louisiana is defined as follows: “A distracted driver is one who is actively engaged in
any activity that diverts his/her attention away from the task of driving. The distraction could be manual,
visual or cognitive. The distraction could be inside or outside the vehicle.”
All distractions compromise a driver’s ability to some extent and threaten the safety of that driver, other
drivers, passengers, and pedestrians in the vicinity. Every time a driver adjusts a radio, tends to an irritable
child, adjusts air conditioning or heating, applies make up, shaves, talks to passengers, eats, or reads a map
(paper or electronic), the driver is engaging in a distracting task or activity. When drivers think about things
other than driving, for example an argument with a spouse/significant other, or financial problems, they can
become distracted from the task of driving.
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It is a myth that humans have the ability to multi-task. People actually engage in task switching. Our
cognitive ability does not allow us to engage in more than one conscious task simultaneously. As people
add additional tasks or the tasks become more complex, switching takes longer and people can experience
mental overload. Based on extensive research, many psychologists have concluded that when people switch
between tasks, productivity is actually reduced. Being able to subtly switch tasks is helpful in many
circumstances but it can conflict with safety when operating a motor vehicle.
A car traveling at 55 miles per hour covers more than 80 feet every second. Sending or reading a text
message can take the driver’s eyes off the road for an average of 4.6 seconds. Sending or reading a text
message while driving a vehicle at 55 miles per hour means, therefore, that the vehicle will travel the length
of a football field without any visual guidance.
Even when a driver appears to be “looking,” he may not be “seeing.” As a driver focuses his attention on a
task other than driving, he begins to suffer from “inattentional blind- ness.” Unrelated to any visual
problems, inattentional blindness means that a person fails to notice something fully visible because his
attention is focused on a task other than driving. For example, a driver conversing on a cellphone may fail to
see many of the visual cues around him.
The increased use of electronic devices by drivers has brought new awareness to the problem of distracted
driving. Research continues to demonstrate the dangers of driving while using a cell phone and texting.
Studies have shown the overall crash risk increases 3.6 times over model driving when a driver interacts
with a handheld device. Distracted driving accounts for approximately one-third of the serious injury and
fatal crashes in Louisiana annually.
Education alone, although important, will not solve the problem. It will take a combination of education,
infrastructure improvements, and enforcement to adequately address the issue.
Distracted Driving Indicators
There are significant challenges to enforcing cell phone use and “texting” bans. The most obvious challenge
is the difficulty in observing the elements of the offense. When enforcing most driving infractions, an
officer first makes observations of the vehicle in motion and then stops the vehicle before making many
observations of the driver. Alternatively, to prove the elements of the infraction, distracted driving
enforcement requires a concentrated visual focus on the driver’s actions before the stop is made. Specific
and articulable observations are critical to establish the elements of a distracted driving violation.
There are two basic ways that an officer may be alerted to distracted driving infractions: by observing the
driver’s prohibited behavior, or by observing the vehicle in motion cues. Many of the vehicle in motion cues
associated with impaired driving are consistent with a distracted driver. Unlike impaired driving
enforcement, however, once the driver is stopped, the prohibited behavior has generally ceased. Below is a
list of some distracted driving indicators:
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Nearly striking an object or vehicle;
Failure to safely maintain lane control;
Driving into opposing or crossing traffic;
Slow response to traffic signals;
Turning abruptly or illegally;
Failure to maintain consistent speed;
Failure to signal;
Intermittently looking down;
Night time glow of the device; and
Hand to ear with device in hand.

The list of distracted driving indicators relates not just to distractions caused by cell phones, but all manners of
distractions. Weaving out of the designated travel lane may be a clue that a driver’s attention may not be focused on
the road, but rather on a task such as texting. Failure to maintain a consistent speed may be another sign that a driver
is not fully focused on the task of driving. Similarly, a driver who fails to pay full attention at traffic-controlled
intersections oftentimes exhibits delayed reaction time to the signal. Many drivers try to covertly disguise the fact that
they are engaged with a device. This is particularly the case when a driver is aware that there are laws precluding
device usage and that enforcement activity is focused in the area. A driver will attempt to use a device from a lower
position to avoid detection, holding the device below the steering wheel or on an armrest. In these instances, a driver
lowers his field of vision from the roadway in a characteristic nodding motion.

Countermeasures and Strategies
Distracted driving enforcement must be a leadership priority. Before implementing a distracted driving
high-visibility enforcement (HVE) initiative, a number of steps should be considered to ensure enforcement
efforts will be safe and productive. Departments must address the specific violation codes serving as the
basis for enforcement and understand the State/local judicial interpretation of these codes. It may also be a
good idea to meet with judges/magistrates before kicking off an enforcement effort to get their buy-in and
interpretation of the distracted driving laws.
Law Enforcement Training
Distracted driving enforcement is not intrinsic to law enforcement and to some degree is contrary to
traditional patrol strategies. Traditional patrol strategies involve observing violations as officers routinely
patrol their assigned area. The enforcement of distracted driving requires more police officers than
traditional patrol strategies and the officers must be more visible to the public. It also requires specialized
skill to detect violators who conceal distracting devices. Therefore, pre-deployment training of officers and
reallocation of resources are essential components of distracted driving enforcement. Enforcement directed
toward distracted driving requires a clear understanding of the specific assignment and expectations.
Sharing pertinent research and statistics with officers about the dangers of distracted driving and how
enforcement can increase public safety encourages positive attitudes toward the enforcement initiative.
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Officers must be familiarized with the applicable laws for their enforcement jurisdiction, strategies and
tactics for detecting offenders, and the elements that must be established for a successful adjudication.
For an effective High Visibility Enforcement (HVE) initiative, officers should be instructed to provide
maximum visibility for deterrent purposes and saturate the targeted areas using a “zero-tolerance” approach,
taking immediate and appropriate action on motor vehicle violations observed, with a particular focus on
distracted driving offenses.
High-Visibility Enforcement
HVE programs are intended to increase a driver’s perception of the likelihood of being ticketed for violating
a particular traffic safety law. HVE, coupled with a concentrated media campaign, may be the best deterrent
tool law enforcement professionals can deploy to curtail driver initiated distracted driving. To be effective,
the public must be aware of the enforcement campaign and cognizant of the purpose of the heightened law
enforcement presence. Public education and awareness is best achieved through a variety of earned and paid
media applications, as well as outreach from the law enforcement officers themselves through public safety
events, speaking engagements, and roadside communications.
Patrol Strategies
While HVE traditionally requires the deployment of marked patrol vehicles, distracted driving enforcement
can be accomplished through discrete tactics. Finding a balance between the use of marked and unmarked
patrol vehicles may be the best enforcement practice. Marked patrol vehicles create a visible deterrent,
while concealed enforcement is the most efficient means to detect distracted drivers. Violators are typically
aware of jurisdictional distracted driving laws and enforcement initiatives and will oftentimes attempt to
hide their use of a communication device to avoid detection. Unmarked trucks, vans, and SUV’s provide a
higher vantage point for an officer to observe the interior of an adjacent vehicle, while tinted windows allow
the officer to remain undetected. Another technique used by officers in both marked and unmarked vehicles
is to use existing cover, such as alleyways, bushes, bridge abutments, and other places where officers can
observe drivers’ actions before a violator can spot the officer.
Paired Officer Enforcement
Officer safety and public safety concerns are essential elements of any enforcement activity, especially
when the enforcement requires searching for specific driver behaviors occurring inside the vehicle. Two
officers partnering in a patrol vehicle is a safe and effective alternative to single-officer distracted driving
enforcement. With the second officer in the vehicle observing drivers, the officer driving the patrol vehicle
is able to maintain situational awareness and concentrate on safe operation of the vehicle. While this method
is somewhat manpower-intensive, it affords the second officer a greater opportunity to determine that
elements of a particular distracted driving offense are met and to identify a greater number of offenders.
Some jurisdictions have used MAP Trucks with the officer riding with the MAP driver and observing
4
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drivers. Other jurisdictions have used other types of vehicles. Tennessee Highway Patrol for example, uses
a commercial motor vehicle (18-wheeler) with two officers, one driver and one spotter, to observe
violations and notify enforcement officers. Another jurisdiction used an unmarked van from the motor pool
as the spotter vehicle, with a driver and an officer observing violations.
Alternatively, “spotter” techniques may be effective in high traffic areas. The spotter technique requires an
officer to stand on the shoulder of the road at an intersection, preferably in an elevated position, and observe
traffic. The spotter should be in plain clothes, if jurisdiction laws and department policies allow. From this
vantage, the spotter is able to view the interior of vehicles and identify driver behaviors, like instances of
the misuse of cell phones and other distracted driving behaviors. The spotter radios ahead to uniformed
officers who stop and cite the violator a short distance from the observation point. Although effective, this
method of enforcement is manpower-intensive and requires some degree of preplanning and coordination.
Spotter deployments provide opportunities to develop strong enforcement partnerships and require officers
from State, parish, and municipal agencies to coordinate efforts to cover the roadways identified for the
enforcement initiative. School zones offer a particularly good location for spotter enforcement. Louisiana
law is much more restrictive and easier to enforce in school zones. We recommend every law enforcement
agency that has a school zone in their jurisdiction conduct an enforcement detail during at least two times
during the year; when school starts back after summer break and after the Christmas/New Year Holidays.
Motorcycle Patrol
Deploying uniformed officers on motorcycles is an efficient alternative to traditional patrol vehicles and an
added value to the HVE model. A motorcycle provides significant advantages to the detection of distracted
driving law violators. An officer on a motorcycle has a higher vantage point offering a better view into the
interior of a passenger vehicle, while the maneuverability of the motorcycle enables the officer to more
readily affect the stop for faster turnover and increased productivity. Due to the inherent vulnerabilities of
the motorcyclist in traffic, officer safety and situational awareness must be stressed.
Conclusion
Law enforcement officers should be familiar with the distracted driving laws in their jurisdictions. Police
departments should provide training for officers to detect the observable cues of distracted driving as well
as how to appropriately document the violations. High-visibility enforcement may provide the best deterrent
effect for distracted driving enforcement but may require additional labor and other resources to achieve the
best results.
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2019 Back to School “B2S” Distracted Driving
Campaign & Pilot Enforcement Program
PURPOSE: Raise awareness for the ban of handheld cell phone use in school zones by
participating in this coordinated statewide effort.
CAMPAIGN WEEK: September 3, 2019–September 6, 2019
Law enforcement agencies already have a presence in school zones around this time to raise
awareness that school is back in session and for drivers to be alert. We are requesting law
enforcement agencies to join in this statewide initiative to bring awareness to distracted
driving in school zones by promoting the “B2S DD” campaign and conducting a pilot
enforcement program in school zones that have signage banning hand-held cell phone
usage.
GOAL: Encourage all law enforcement agencies to participate and share data collected.
DATA NEEDED:
1. Number of hours worked in the school zone.
2. Number of citations issued.

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL SAFETY COALITION
DISTRACTED DRIVING ACTION PLAN
2019 Q2
Page 3 of 3

Q1: Did the RSC receive the state provided standardized annual DD media
campaign scheduler? (1=YES/0=NO): Yes

5.3 ** Promote regional participation in two distracted driving PSA contests
(Moving Billboard and Project Yellow Light) (RSCs to submit data quarterly via
electronic form)
Q1: Did the region receive the State provided description and details of the two
required DD PSA Contest? (1=YES/0=NO)
Frisard’s Moving Billboard: Top 3 Entries receive $250.00. Winning submittal will
be placed on 200 of Frisard’s Trucks.
Yellow Light: Submissions are due March 1 for the billboard design competition
and April 1 for the radio and video competitions.

Completed

Cassie Parker cassie@scpdc.org, Marilyn Harris, April Young
april.young@la.gov

Q2: Did the RSC comply with all of the requirements of the standardized annual
DD media campaign scheduler this quarter? (1=YES/0=NO):
*8 DD posts made in Q1 yielding 2386 reach & 3535 impressions.

Underway

Cassie Parker
cassie@scpdc.org & Lt. Jody
T. Ordeneaux
jordeneaux@gramercypd.co
m

5.2 ** Utilize and follow the state provided standardized Annual DD media campaign
scheduler on RSC Social Media (RSCs to submit data quarterly via electronic form)

Q2: Was the coalition able to promote and recruit both of the required DD PSA
Contest as shown by a minimum of three entries per contest - yielding a total of 6
submissions? (1=YES/0=NO) March - emailed S.C Region private and public high
school school boards, principals and specialized teachers regarding Frisards PSA
Contest.
*St. Charles Satellite school submitted 9/10 submissions. Top 3 were also from
St. Charles Satellite School.
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Sample Letter to Employees
(Cellphone Policy to Prevent Distracted Driving)

Dear Employees,

Making sure that each of our employee returns home safely to their families has and will always be a top priority for us
here at <insert company name>. You probably have heard the safety dialogues on cellphone use and the risky
consequences it brings. Research has shown that cellular phones and driving are a deadly combination. It is concerning,
hence we would like to take this preventive measure so that all employees do not suffer from the risk of distracted
driving. It is for this reason that <insert company name> will be implementing a ban on using handheld and hands-free
cell phones while driving for all employees effective immediately.
We understand that cell phones have quickly become a way of life for many of us. We recognize that all of you feel
compelled to stay connected. However, please allow us to remind you that our brains simply cannot handle two tasks at
the same time that require thinking. Any task that diverts your attention from the task of driving is a form of distraction,
cell phone use just happens to be the most common of them. Eating, talking to passengers and even daydreaming are
also distractions, just like cellphone use behind the wheel.
We, at <insert company name>, would not want to explain to any of you or your families that my call or text caused the
death of someone’s loved one. Let us not be part of that statistic. For your safety, and the safety of those around you
while driving, we don’t want you using your cell phones while driving.
This risk of distracted driving just isn’t worth it, therefore we are implementing a total cell phone ban that covers all
handheld and hands-free devices and it applies to all of our employees. We’ve learned that hands-free devices provide
nothing more than a false sense of security. All they do is allow the driver to put one more hand back on the wheel. The
distraction in the brain still exists. We simply cannot perform two tasks at the same time that require significant
cognitive resources.
Safety is paramount – at work, at home and on the roads. We want to ensure you return to your families safely. This is
how you and I can help Louisiana reach Destination Zero Deaths.
We appreciate your cooperation. If you have any questions, please feel free to notify
<insert contact name> at <extension> or <email>.
Sincerely,

Insert your Name and Title
Insert your Company

(company name or logo here)
Cell Phone Policy to Prevent Distracted Driving

At <insert company name>, we deeply value the safety and well-being of all employees. Due to the increasing
number of motor vehicle crashes as a result of distracted driving, most particularly cellphone use while driving,
we are instituting a cellphone policy to prevent distracted driving. Employees must not use handheld or hands-free
mobile electronic devices or voice features while operating a motor vehicle under any of the following situations:

• When the employee motor vehicle is within the company premises
• When the cellular phone or mobile electronic device is company-owned or leased
• When the employee is using a cellphone or mobile electronic device to conduct business-related
transactions
• When the employee is operating a personal motor vehicle in connection with company business
• When the employee is operating a vehicle owned, leased or rented by the company
Employees will be given two warnings upon violation of this policy. The third time an employee is found to be in
violation of this policy, it is grounds for immediate dismissal.
Implementing this policy is one of way of supporting Louisiana’s highway safety goal of reaching Destination Zero
Deaths.

Your signature below certifies your agreement to comply with this policy.

____________________________________
Employee Printed Name
_____________________
____________________________________
Employee Signature

Date

P.A.C.T.: SCORE CARD

Copyright. 2018. All rights reserved. Contact amber@imcal.la
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% MET

ID

0%

STATUS / ATTAINMENT KEY
<25%
<50%
>50%

100%

OUTCOME MEASURE

ID

PERFORMANCE MEASURE

a.

1% minimum reduction of serious injuries involving distracted
driving

22.15

NO

b.

1% minimum reduction of fatalities involving distracted driving

16.66

NO

I.

BASELINE

TARGET

RESULT

MET

STATE APPLIED STRATEGIES
STRATEGY

ID
1.1

STRATEGY ACTION STEP OUTPUT MEASURE

(**) State/Regional Parallel Action Step

**Acquire regional legislative commitment of support of handsfree bill (RSC Goal Minimum 2/Region by Qtr2)

% MET
50.00%

COORDINATION
1.2

N/A

STEPS APPLIED:

1.3

N/A

1

1.4

N/A

50.00%

2.1
EDUCATION

Collaborate with one college in 2019 to create Distracted Driving public safety awareness campaign that will
be used region wide. (RSC Goal 1)

20.00%

2.2

N/A

STEPS APPLIED:

2.3

N/A

N/A

2.4

N/A

#VALUE!

3.1

**Number of local LEAs agencies participating in the DD pilot programs (RSC Goal Minimum 1/Region)

25.00%

3.2

**Number of local LEAs committed to participating in the one-week DD "B2S" enforcement campaign in
school zones (RSC Goal Minimum 1/Region)

25.00%

ENFORCEMENT
25.00%
STEPS APPLIED:

3.3

N/A

2

3.4

N/A

4.1

N/A

4.2

N/A

STEPS APPLIED:

4.3

N/A

N/A

4.4

N/A

N/A
N/A

5.1

**Number of regional organizations that the state provided standardized educational presentation has been
provided to (RSC Goal Minimum 1/Q/Region post Q1)

25.00%

5.2

** Regional Compliance with the Standardized DD Media Campaign Scheduler (RSC Goal Minimum Adherance to all requirments on scheduler)

50.00%

STEPS APPLIED:

5.3

**Number of participants in each of the two required PSA DD Contest. RSC Goal Minimum 3
submissions/contest by April 1st)

100.00%

4

5.4

OUTREACH
43.75%

N/A
AGGREGATE

RETURN TO DIRECTORY TO INPUT PAGE NUMBERS
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